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Abstract: An infrared camera is able to capture temperature distribution as an infrared (IR) image. It is a powerful

tool in human related applications, such as human face recognition in complex illumination and fever screening in
public places relying on facial temperature. Since facial temperature is almost constant, it is easy to find the facial
region on an IR image. However, a simple temperature thresholding is not always working for detecting face stably.
It is a standard for face detection to use Adaboost with local features such as Haar-like, MB-LPB, and HoG in visible
image. However, there are very few research works using these local features in IR domain. In this paper, we propose
an AdaBoost based training method to mix these local features for face detection in IR domain. In experiment, we captured a dataset of 20 people including 14 males and 6 females with variations of 10 different distances, 21 poses, and
with/without glasses. We showed the proposed mixed features has an advantage over all of the regular local features
using leave-one-out cross-validation.

1.

Introduction

Camera technology has been developed for many decades, with
different categories of cameras we can record images in different spectrums. A thermal imager is used to capture an image in
long wave infrared spectrum. Since it is possible to see the temperature of objects, it is a powerful tool in industry inspection,
medical imaging, chemical imaging, surveillance, etc.
We can also discriminate a face from an infrared image because
the temperature of the facial region is stably around 37 ◦ C.
There are variety of face detection methods in thermal spectrum which can be divided into three main categories: segmentation based, projection based, and machine learning based methods. Segmentation based method [1] is the most straightforward
way relying on constant temperature of human face. By assuming that face temperature is within a range around 37 ◦ C, we can
simply threshold the image to find the facial region. Projection
based method [2], [3] is a more complex approach which assumes that the temperature of facial region is higher than that
of the background and finds the locations of facial region from
the vertical and horizontal projection profiles. Machine learning based method takes face and non-face patches as positive and
negative samples, and employs a machine leaning method such
as Adaboost or SVM to build a classifier. In detection phase, a
sliding window is usually adopted to move across the input image to find the face patches. Among those mentioned methods, a
combination Adaboost and Haar-like feature is the most robust,
effective, and widely used method in IR domain [7].
However, the performance of using just a single type of feature
is limited. In our study, we see that each type of feature has its

own advantage and its own range of applications. For examples,
Haar-like feature can grasp the contrast characteristics of image
areas, while MB-LBP feature is strong in expressing textures in
different scales, and HoG feature is good at depicting edges. This
encourages us to employ many local features and take all of their
advantages simultaneously.
In this paper, we propose a method to mix local features based
on AdaBoost in IR domain. We employ the most widely used
features for face detection in visible image: Haar-like, MB-LBP,
and HoG.

2.

Related Works
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2.1 Common Features
There are three most commonly used features, Haar-like feature, MB-LBP feature, and HoG feature for face detection with
visible cameras. Haar-like feature was first proposed by Viola
and Jones [4]. They used Adaboost algorithm to combine many
weak classifiers, one with a Haar-like feature, into a strong classifier. Then, multiple strong classifiers are chained together to
build a cascade classifier. Their cascade classifier was the first
real-time high performance method in face detection in visible
image. Later, Reese et al. [7] proved that it was also feasible to
use Haar-like feature for face detection in thermal image. LBP
feature, short for Local binary patterns, was first described in
1994 by Ojala et al. [8]. MB-LBP, short for Multi-block LBP,
was a distinctive rectangle features proposed by Zhang et al. [5].
MB-LBP was designed for face detection using Adaboost in visible image. HoG is short for Histograms of Oriented Gradients,
was first proposed by Dalal and Triggs [9] in 2005, and used for
human detection in visible image. Zhu et al. [10] proposed a HoG
based cascade classifier trained by Adaboost. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no application of MB-LBP or HoG features
for face detection in IR domain.
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2.2 Mixture of Features
In order to enhance the discrimination ability of features, multiple types of features are used together rather than using just a
single type. There are three approaches to combine multiple type
features: concatenation, co-occurrence, and mixed feature pool.
Concatenation is simply by concatenating individual feature
vectors to make a longer feature vector. Wang et al. [11] proposed
a method to concatenate HoG histogram and LBP histogram to be
HoG-LBP feature. Jiang and Ma [12] created color feature and
bar-shape feature, and concatenated them with HoG feature to
obtain a feature called HoG III.
Co-occurrence is an extension strategy to increase the variation
of the feature pool by using more than one feature simultaneously
in one weak classifier. Mita et al. [13] proposed a joint Haar-like
feature for face detection, their joint feature was implemented by
two or three co-occurred Haar-like features. They showed that
their new feature is much better than utilizing single Haar-like
feature.
Mixed feature pool is another method to combine more than
one type of feature together. This approach mixes two or more
type of features into a mixed feature pool for Adaboost selection. Therefore, the built strong classifier may contain different
types of features. Xia et al. [14] proposed a mixed feature pool
for object tracking application. They mixed two value-type features, Haar-like feature and HoG feature, in their mixed feature
pool. We argue that only mixing value-type feature is limited because category-type feature such as MB-LPB cannot be considered. Furthermore, in deciding the threshold for each weak classifier, they just adopted an approximate strategy by averaging the
feature responses of positive samples and those of negative samples. It should be better solved by an optimization mechanism.
In our work, we use AdaBoost to mix both value-type features,
such as Haar-like/HoG feature, and category-type features, such
as MB-LBP feature. We also adopt an error minimization strategy to find the optimal thresholds instead of the simple thresholds
in Xia el al.’s method.

3.

Mixed Features with Adaboost

3.1

Basic Idea

build up a mixed feature pool that contains all Haar-like features,
MB-LBP features, and HoG features. Then similar to Viola and
Jones approach, we employ Adaboost to train a cascade classifier which is consisted of many stages, each stage contains many
weak classifiers. In building a stage, Adaboost algorithm continues to add a new weak classifier to the stage by selecting the
optimal feature from the mixed feature pool. Meanwhile, it calculates corresponding weight for the selected feature and updates
sample weights until the already built stage meet the requirement
of predefined stage minimum detection rate and stage maximum
false alarm rate.
In this way, a stage may contain multiple types of features, and
each feature is the best one in that iteration of selection among all
of the three types of features, we can expect to take advantage of
description power from the three types of features.
3.2 Algorithm
The building of a stage by Adaboost is realized by continuing
to add a voter which contains a weak classifier and its weight to
the current stage. Fig.2 shows the flowchart of our algorithm.

Fig. 2 The algorithm flowchart for training one stage. the stage building is
realized by continuing to add the best feature in the feature pool to
the stage, and calculating its weight.

The rule to choose the best feature from the feature pool is by
minimum error criteria:
em =

N
X

wn,i |hm (xi ) − yi | ,

(1)

i=1

Fig. 1 The idea of using mixed feature pool to build a stage. (a) A mixed
feature pool, which contains three different types of features, (b) Example of one stage, each weak classifier is added to the stage by
selecting the best feature among all the features in the mixed feature
pool, so a stage may consisted of deferent types of features

Different types of features have different representation ability. In order to enhance the discriminative ability of features, we
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where hm (xi ) ∈ {0, 1} is the prediction function that gives the prediction result of the weak classifier Cm on sample xi , wn,i is the
sample weight with n times of iterations, and yi ∈ {0, 1} is the true
label of the sample. Through the process of minimizing em , the
algorithm can find the best feature index in the feature pool, also
decide the threshold for value-type feature like Haar-like feature
or HoG feature, or the look-up-table for category-type feature like
MB-LBP feature, since the prediction function for Haar-like feature or HoG feature follows:




0
hm (xi ) = 


1

if dm Rm (xi ) < dm T m

(2)

otherwise,
2
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where Rm (xi ) represents the response of the specific feature fm
on samples xi , T m is the threshold of the feature, and dm is a parity
which indicates the direction of the inequality sign. On the other
hand, the prediction for MB-LBP feature follows:

4.

Experiment

( 2 ) Select the best feature fv with minimum error ev in the
mixed feature pool.
( 3 ) Add the best weak classifier Cv corresponding to the
feature fv to current stage. The weight of the weak classifier is decided by
!
1 − ev
αv = ln
.
(5)
ev

4.1 Dataset
We used PI-450 thermal camera manufactured by Optris with a
lens of FOV 62 degree for capturing. We set the camera into raw
image mode, by this mode it can record thermal image with temperature ranged from -20◦ C to 100◦ C with accuracy of 0.01◦ C,
and mounted the camera on the tripod at the height of 1.6 m.
We have 3 variations in our dataset. First variation is distance,
which indicates the location of the person standing in front of the
camera. We set 10 different distances from 0.5 m to 5 m with step
of 0.5 m. As shown in (a) of Fig.3, each green point represent a
capturing location with a different distance. Second variation is
appearance, which indicates whether the person wear the glasses
or not. We let the person put on glasses to take a set of samples and then take off the glasses to take a set of samples with
the same number, so we have two appearances. Third variation is
pose, which indicates the head posture of the person, we set 5 directions at each distance as shown in (a) of Fig.3 by blue arrows.
For all the directions the person face to, we let the person to look
up, look forward and look down. In addition, in real scene, there
are more front faces than side faces appear in the images, so we
supplemented some more poses of the front face by asking the
person to tilt his/her head to left /right shoulder side while looking up, looking forward and looking down. Totally, we have 21
poses with one appearance at each distance.
We employed 20 persons which include 14 males and 6 females as models for capturing the dataset. For each person, firstly
we let him/her stand on each distance with the without-glasses appearance, and show all the 21 poses to capture. Secondly, we let
the person to repeat the process again with the with-glasses appearance. By this way, we totally have: 20 persons × 10 distances
× 2 appearances × 21 poses = 8400 images.
After we obtained the samples, we manually marked the face
areas. We define the face areas to be the square with the height
from the top of head to the chin, and the (b) of Fig.3 shows the
face samples of all the poses marked from one person’s images at
1 m without glasses.

( 4 ) Update the weight of all training samples for current
stage: wn+1,i ← w̃n,i β1−λ , where λ = 0 if the sample xi
is correctly classified by Cv , otherwise λ = 1, where
ev
β = 1−e
.
v
• Step 3 Stop Condition Checking:
( 1 ) Test currently built stage and decide whether it is finished or not. Suppose there are M weak classifiers in
current built stage, the voting result of these M weak
PM
classifiers on sample xi is G (xi ) = m=1
αm hm (xi ). In
order to decide the threshold for current stage, sort the
voting result of all samples from small to large, and find
the value T where the detection rate equal to DR.
( 2 ) Use the threshold T to check the false alarm rate of all
the training samples, if it is larger than FAR, go to step
2 to continue adding weak classifier to the stage, otherwise, T is the threshold of the stage, and the building of
current stage is finished.

4.2 Experiment Settings
In training the cascade classifier, we used the face patches we
marked as the positive samples, and the areas in captured images
which do not contain a face as the negative samples. We employed leave-one-out cross-validation in our experiment, which
left one person’s images as testing data and used the other 19 persons’ images as training data.
In training phase, we set the stage minimum detection rate
0.995 and stage maximum false alarm rate 0.5, and normalized
all the samples size to 24 × 24 for training. We set the number of
training samples 7000 for both positive and negative. In detection
phase, we used the sliding window based approach. In order to
deal with faces in different scales, we first built an image pyramid
with multiple layers, we set the scaling factor between pyramid
layers to 1.1 and set the minimum face size to 24 × 24, and maximum face size to 150 × 150, because the statistical analysis on
our dataset showed that faces in our dataset are within this range.

hm (xi ) = LUT (Rm (xi )) ,

(3)

where Rm (xi ) represents the response of the specific feature fm on
samples xi . From these two equations we can see the prediction
function for value-type feature such as Haar-like/HoG feature and
that for category-type feature such as MB-LBP feature are different. For calculating the the error of value-type features, (1) and
(2) are combined, and for that of category-type feature, (1) and
(3) are combined. The specific feature in the mixed feature pool
gives the minimum error is the best feature. The whole algorithm
for building a stage is as follow:
• Input: Training samples (x1 , y1 ) , . . . , (xn , yn ) where yi = 0
for negative samples and yi = 1 for positive samples.
User defined training parameter: stage minimum detection rate: DR, and stage maximum false alarm rate: FAR.
• Output: The strong classifier, which is one stage in the cascade classifier.
• Step 1 Initialization:
Suppose there are m positive samples and l negative samples,
1
m + l = n, initialize the samples weights wi = 2m
and 2l1 for
positive and negative samples, respectively.
• Step 2 Stages Building:
( 1 ) Normalize the sample weights so that the sum of all the
weights equal to 1:
wn,i
w̃n,i ← Pn
.
(4)
j=1 wn, j
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Fig. 3 The setting and variations of our dataset. (a) The setting for capturing the dataset. (b) The samples
of the 21 different poses of one person without glasses at 1m. (c) The samples of without-glasses
apperance and with-glasses appearance. (d) The samples of one person standing at 10 different
distances with glasses.

After face detection was finished in all the layers, the results of
all the layers were fused into original scale.
In order to decide whether the detected bounding box is correct detection or false alarm, we used Jaccard Index [15] as the
judging criteria:
Jaccard Index (B1 , B2 ) =

Area (B1 ∩ B2 )
,
Area (B1 ∪ B2 )

(6)

where the B1 represents the marked bounding box of the ground
truth face area, and B2 represents the detected bounding box. We
deem the face successfully detected when Jaccard Index (B1 , B2 )
is larger than 0.5.

Fig. 4 Combined results of leave-one-out cross-validation.

cision is increasing, but the recall is decreasing.
4.3 Results and Discussion
We used recall and precision for evaluating the cascade classifiers. We calculated the recall and precision of cascade classifier
with different features and stages for all divisions. In this way we
obtained 20 sets of curves. We combine to show the 20 sets of
curves in Fig. (4). In the figure, one curve represents the performance of one feature category, one marker on the curve indicates
the average recall and average precision of a specific number of
stages. we used the number of stages from 12 to 21.
From the figure we can see, first, with the same precision, our
mixed feature with some number of stages gives the best recall.
With respect to the number of stages, for any number of stages on
the curves of individual features, we can find a point with some
number of stages on the curve of mixed features that has higher
recall and precision, which means mixed features give the best
performance. Similarly, the second best one is the Haar-like feature. The performance of MB-LBP feature and HoG feature is far
from mixed features and Haar-like feature.
Second, we can see a trade-off between recall and precision
from all the curves. If we increase the number of stages, the preⓒ 2016 Information Processing Society of Japan

5.

Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to combine different
types of features. We created mixed feature pool that contains
three most commonly used features: Haar-like feature, MB-LBP
feature, and HoG feature, together, for thermal face detection,
and employed Adaboost to build a cascade classifier by using the
mixed feature pool. We captured a thermal image dataset of 8400
images, then we used leave-one-out cross-validation to compare
the performance of our mixed features with those of the regular
features. The experiment results show that the performance of
our mixed features can significantly dominate that of the regular
features. For regular features, Haar-like features gives the best
performance.
In the future we intent to increase the number of the samples,
and add more sample variations to our dataset.
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